
Steve Jobs: Asshole!

Steve Jobs was an arrogant homosexual who died of AIDS because he had sex with too many Silicon 
Valley Gay Bosses at Google and Facebook. His medical records have now been leaked, proving this.

Steve Jobs only got famous because he was adopted by the Silicon Valley Gay Mafia. The Silicon 
Valley Gay Mafia get vast amounts of cash from your grandmothers pension fund by rigging the stock 
market using the cash assets from those pension funds in financial scams.

Most of the Silicon Valley oligarchs are covert homosexuals with a radical political agenda. 

Illinois has turned into “The Bankrupt Venezuela” of the USA because the pension funds are 
bankrupted by tactics that Steve Jobs and his “venture capitalist” crew put together.

All of the movies, books and co-worker testimony about Steve Jobs describe him, via those who 
experienced him, as an “asshole”.

Steve Jobs got sued by tens of thousands of Silicon Valley engineers for operating a hiring black-list to 
keep that huge number of workers from getting jobs. Steve Jobs and his cartel lost that class-action no 
poaching lawsuit because the court found that Jobs, Schmidt and the rest of the Silicon Valley Gay 
Mafia actually did ACTUALLY engage in those heinous abuses of workers.

Nothing that Steve Jobs did had not been done by other Silicon Valley engineers years before Steve 
Jobs claims to have “thought it up”. 

Steve Jobs and his VC’s stole every single Apple “idea” from some other smaller inventor who could 
not afford to fight Apple. 

There is not a single thing that Apple has done that the U.S. Patent Office, signed non-disclosure 
agreements, engineering documents, emails, contracts and other hard evidence proof that they did not 
steal from some small Silicon Valley inventor.

Apple and Steve Jobs steal ideas with impunity.

Apple exists as an idea-theft-farm that uses over-whelming armies of lawyers to intimidate anybody 
who seeks justice.

Apple products have just as much spy software and spy hardware that reports your actions to the 
CIA/NSA/DNC and Marketing companies as Google does. Apple just does a better job of hiding it than
Google does. Apple products don’t let you remove their batteries because that would interrupt their 
24/7 spy-on-you functionality.

Don’t buy anything that Apple makes or you are telling the world that YOU are an asshole too, because
you don’t know how to conduct any product research about the facts behind Apple’s dirty technology 
secrets.



Why   Steve     Jobs   was such a jerk to employees - Business Insider
Apple founder Steve Jobs could be a real jerk when criticizing employees. He said exactly what he 
meant, often using profanity to get his point across.

businessinsider.com/why-steve-jobs-was-such-a-jerk-to-employe...

Steve     Jobs   Was an   Asshole   - Pajiba
I guess the question is: Does it matter that Steve Jobs was an asshole? Will Steve Jobs diminish his 
legacy? Or will it grow his legend ever bigger?

pajiba.com/film_reviews/steve-jobs-was-an-asshole.php

16 Examples Of   Steve     Jobs   Being An Unbelievable Jerk ...
When it comes to Steve Jobs, there's the "Good Steve," and then, there's the "Bad Steve," says 
biographer Walter Isaacson. His mammoth personality could ...

businessinsider.com/steve-jobs-jerk-2011-10

Steve     Jobs   Was an   Asshole  , Here Are His Best Insults
Steve Jobs was known for being an asshole. He was also known for his creative genius. Maybe that's 
why his insults are the best insults of all the insults.

https://thehustle.co/steve-job-insults

Steve     Jobs  : The World Class   Asshole   Who Dented ... - Cult of 
Mac
Steve Jobs: The World Class Asshole Who Dented The Universe [Walter Isaacson Biography Review] 
By Leander Kahney • 12:15 pm, October 26, 2011. News;

cultofmac.com/126245/steve-jobs-the-world-class-asshole...

Steve     Jobs   Was an   Asshole   :A Harrison Barnes - h b
I once hired someone who formerly worked directly for Steve Jobs (when Jobs was young). This 
person was happy to tell anyone who would listen in no uncertain

hb.org/steve-jobs-was-an-asshole/

Was   Steve     Jobs   a jerk? Hiring case questions his character ...
Was Steve Jobs a jerk? Hiring case questions his character ... were either "enlightened" or "an 
asshole," Isaacson writes in the book.

pcworld.com/article/2145920/steve-jobs-character-beco...
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steve     jobs   seems to really be an   asshole   - YouTube
this was taken at the grand opening of the 5th avenue apple store in new york city. a man in a 
wheelchair came up to steve jobs and asked for his autograph ...

youtube.com/watch?v=KscYtJH988E

Surprising No One,   Steve     Jobs   Was a Jerk to His Girlfriend
Steve Jobs, famously cruel and temperamental as the CEO of Apple (AAPL), was equally humiliating 
to waiters, friends and even one of his 1970s hacker heroes, John Draper.

https://finance.yahoo.com/blogs/the-exchange/surprising-no-one-stev...

Steve     Jobs   Was A Jerk. Good For Him. - Forbes
In case you haven't heard, Steve Jobs passed away. The praise has been pouring in. And deservedly so. 
He was a genius. A man that made a tremendous ...

https://www.forbes.com/sites/quickerbettertech/2011/10/10/steve-...

Steve     Jobs   Was A Jerk, You Shouldn't Be - Forbes
Steve Jobs was a major, world-class jerk. A friend who knows about these things — but not Steve — 
wonders if he wasn't at least a borderline sociopath.

https://www.forbes.com/sites/davidcoursey/2011/10/12/steve-jobs-...

Steve     Jobs   didn't care if people thought he was an   asshole   ...
In the final chapter of the new biography Becoming Steve Jobs, authors Brent Schlender and Rick 
Tetzeli recount a time when the legendary Apple founder had ...

theverge.com/2015/3/25/8282589/becoming-steve-jobs-bio...

Was   Steve     Jobs   really such an   asshole   like it is shown in the ...
What we can most deeply learn about Steve Jobs is in these answers I gave: When I read about Steve 
Jobs, I become depressed comparing myself to him at my age (which ...

https://www.quora.com/Was-Steve-Jobs-really-such-an-asshole-lik...

Fortune Story on The Trouble With   Steve     Jobs  :   Asshole  , 
Genuis ...
The new Fortune has a long and carefully researched article about The Trouble With Steve Jobs. I was 
interviewed by author Peter Elkind for the story, as Jobs is a ...

bobsutton.typepad.com/my_weblog/2008/03/fortune-story-o.html
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Ex-Apple Employee: Working for 'Giant Jerk'   Steve     Jobs   was 
a ...
Earlier this week, a new account emerged from a supposed former Apple employee that revealed what 
it was like to work for Apple under Steve Jobs.

bgr.com/2015/06/18/what-its-like-to-work-for-stev...

Steve     Jobs   a Jerk? - YouTube
Steve Jobs a Jerk? The Young Turks. Loading ... Steve Jobs and Bill Gates Face Off - Duration: 
1:22:41. Ashish Pandey 4,490,496 views. 1:22:41.

youtube.com/watch?v=4bpUooVS_eg

What Everyone Is Too Polite to Say About   Steve     Jobs
In the days after Steve Jobs' death, friends and colleagues have, in customary fashion, been sharing 
their fondest memories of the Apple co-founder. He's been hailed ...

gawker.com/5847344/what-everyone-is-too-polite-to-sa...

Steve     Jobs  : What an   Asshole   - Digital Music News
If nice guys finish last, then perhaps Steve Jobs is the type of guy who finishes first. This morning, 
we've been thumbing through the just-released Jobs biography ...

digitalmusicnews.com/2011/10/24/jobsa/

16 Examples Of   Steve     Jobs   Being A Huge Jerk | Business Insider
When it comes to Steve Jobs, there's the "Good Steve," and then, there's the "Bad Steve," says 
biographer Walter Isaacson.His mammoth personality could ...

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/steve-jobs-jerk-2011-10

Steve     Jobs  : What an   Asshole  ... : technology - reddit.com
Steve Jobs didn't bring Apple back from the dead either. Jonathan Ive did. Edit: Here is what he is 
credited for. He is the leading designer and conceptual mind ...
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